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380 A Black, Flimsy Material 

On the next day, Fang Su Jin arrived at Zhang’s residence early morning to help Zhang Li Xue with her 

makeup and hair. 

Fang Su Jin entered the house cautiously, hoping that she would not run into Zhang Yi Hai today. She 

knew well that she would feel awkward around him. She did not want Zhang Li Xue or anyone else to 

notice her abnormalities. 

Yesterday, after she had gone to her room, Fang Su Jin did not come out again until Zhang Yi Hai finally 

left. 

Fang Su Jin did not dare to look at Zhang Yi Hai again, worried that she would say something she will 

later regret. Although she wanted to see him again, Fang Su Jin decided that the less she saw him, the 

less she would think about him. 

When she finally come out, Fang Su Jin heard from her mother that Zhang Yi Hai had spent almost an 

hour at her house, chatting with her father about a lot of things. 

Her father liked that young man so much that he had spent a long time chatting with him. 

“Su Jin, you’re here.” 

The voice snapped her out of her trance. 

Fang Su Jin looked at her friend who was sitting in the wheelchair and smiled. 

..... 

Zhang Li Xue was already dressed in the white dress that they had chosen yesterday. Although she 

hasn’t put her makeup on, Fang Su Jin thought that her friend was still very pretty. Her face was radiant 

with happiness... 

“Look at you.” Fang Su Jin gave Zhang Li Xu a lookover as she walked over. “You look excited to marry 

your Doctor Bai.” 

Zhang Li Xue had a sheepish smile on her face. She was indeed feeling a little excited that she was going 

to the Civil Affairs Bureau and getting a certificate with Bai Qi. 

A few hours later, her status will change to a wife! 

Zhang Li Xue had never expected that her relationship with Bai Qi would go this smoothly. She still 

remembered sneaking around and coming home in the morning just to accompany Bai Qi at the hospital 

longer. 

When she first dated Bai Qi, Zhang Li Xue thought that their relationship would have to stay 

underground for a long time. 

But fortunately, everyone around her seemed to be very supportive of her. Her father, who was well-

known for chasing away boys from getting close to her, decided to learn to accept Bai Qi. 



Just thinking about it made her heart warm. 

“Come on.” Fang Su Jin waved her hand. “Let’s o and get you to wear some makeup before Doctor Bai is 

going to show up.” 

Zhang Li Xue glanced at the clock and saw that she still had a few hours before Bai Qi will come and 

picked her up. She put her hand on Fang Su Jin and spoke with a serious look on her face, “Su Jin, I will 

be counting on you for today.” 

Fang Su Jin laughed. She took out the makeup set from her bag and sat down. Then, she began to paint 

some colors on Zhang Li Xue’s face. 

The makeup session lasted for a long time. 

Zhang Li Xue began to think that her body had gone stiff before Fang Su Jin finally let her go. When she 

could finally stretch out her body, Zhang Li Xue could not help but complain about it. 

Fang Su Jin looked at her friend helplessly. “I already helped you to finish your makeup as soon as I can. 

This isn’t considered long enough. Li Xue, you need to prepare your mentality now before your wedding. 

The makeup session will last for hours.” 

Zhang Li Xue’s face began to pale as she thought of having to suffer again the next time. 

However, that thought quickly went away when Zhang Li Xue saw her reflection in the mirror. 

Fang Su Jin was really good at makeup. 

“Oh, right.” Fang Su Jin turned around and grabbed her bag, “I almost forgot the important thing,” 

Zhang Li Xue thought that Fang Su Jin was going to help her with her makeup. So, she did not expect 

that her friend would turn around with a small package in her hand. 

“Here.” Fang Su Jin had a wide smile on her face. “A gift. To congratulate you on your marriage.” 

Zhang Li Xue glanced at the packaging with suspicion. She stretched her hand and took the packaging 

from her friend cautiously. “What is it?” 

“You will know when you open it.” 

After Fang Su Jin left the house, Zhang Li Xue has been busy thinking about a lot of things before she was 

going to marry Bai Qi. Because of that, she had already forgotten about what Fang Su Jin had told her 

yesterday. 

Of course, Zhang Li Xue would never expect that her friend was really going to buy her sexy lingerie. 

Zhang Li Xue opened the packaging curiously, without having a guess what she was going to see. 

Her brow furrowed when she saw a black, flimsy material in that packaging. Zhang Li Xue took out the 

stuff and raised it up. Her face gradually turned pink when she finally realized what it was. Suddenly, 

Zhang Li Xue thought that the thing in her hand was too hot. She flung it over to Fang Su Jin in shock. 

“Fang Su Jin!” 



Fang Su Jin began to laugh. She spread the lingerie in her hand and spoke, “What do you think? I think 

this one should fit you well. You can try to wear it and seduce your Doctor Bai.” 

Zhang Li Xue thought of wearing sexy lingerie in front of Bai Qi and her face turned into a deeper shade 

of red. She could not imagine what will happen. 

But still... there was a tiny glint in her heart that was looking forward to it. 

Fang Su Jin walked over to her friend and handed the lingerie over. “Li Xue, you better keep this well.” 

Once the lingerie fell into her hand again, Zhang Li Xue quickly stuff it back into the packaging. 

Just in time, someone came to knock on her door. 

Zhang Li Xue checked to see that the lingerie was really hidden before she finally spoke, “Come in.” 

The door was pushed open and Zhang Yi Hai appeared. The man glanced at Fang Su Jin and smiled. 

Then, he spoke, “Sister, Brother Bai Qi is here.” 

Zhang Li Xue inhaled a deep breath, feeling slightly anxious. 

 


